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Welcome to Morrow Sodali’s Lighthouse,
our quarterly publication providing insights
on shareholder and investor trends in the
APAC market.
This Quarter’s edition focuses on how we’re
expanding value for our clients, what to expect
from the upcoming AGM Season in Australia,
how proxy advisors are approaching Say On
Climate and the launch of BondWatch.
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infosydney@morrowsodali.com
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Expanded value for our

Clients

Despite the extremely difficult business
environment of the past 18 months, this has
been a period of investment and expansion
for Morrow Sodali APAC.
By adapting to meet our clients’ changing needs by hiring great new
talent, opening new offices and upgrading our technology, we have
significantly enhanced the quality and reach of our services.
Heading into the 2021 Australian AGM season, I believe we are now
more capable than ever of supporting companies with all aspects of
corporate governance as well as the shareholder communication and
engagement required to meet the scrutiny of their investors and other
stakeholders.
We have grown our team, actively hiring the most talented and
experienced people available and building a strong culture that reflects
the diversity of our staff, our clients and our operating footprint.
This has enabled us to open new offices in Hong Kong and Japan,
despite the challenges posed by international travel restrictions.
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Based in Hong Kong, Raymond Chen, formerly of Georgeson,
leads our team supporting the growth of our business across
greater China. In Tokyo, our managing director is Dominic
Henderson, former Head of Equities for Macquarie Securities
Japan.
After just three months, we are already experiencing very
strong growth and engagement from issuers and advisors in
these countries who see value in our services.
Our office in Seoul, South Korea, is now almost two years
old and already serves a client list that includes many of
that nation’s leading financial, industrial and technology
companies.
In Australia, we have boosted our ESG credentials by
expanding our corporate governance team through new
hires from proxy advisory firms ISS and CGI Glass Lewis, as
well as from companies including Commonwealth Bank and
PwC.
We have also enlarged our client services team, enhancing

We have grown our team, actively
hiring the most talented and
experienced people available and
building a strong culture that
reflects the diversity of our staff, our
clients and our operating footprint.
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our ability to provide businesses with the best investor
engagement, research and proxy solicitation expertise
available.
In light of our significantly enlarged APAC team, we have
recently leased a new office in Sydney designed to suit the
distributed and digital work ways of the future.
Our people are at the heart of our business, and we believe
that bringing them together generates creative solutions and
fosters a strong culture. Moving forward, our goal is to return
to collaborative office environments while retaining the best
aspects of the flexible work practices that have benefited
our business, our people and our clients during the Covid-19
pandemic.
On the technology front, we have upgraded our unique
proprietary institutional execution platform which securely
and transparently manages proxy campaigns, providing
clients with real-time investor feedback and the latest voting
data.

Snapshot of the past 5 years in APAC -
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being supported annually through
Australian AGM season
Contested meetings
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Our extensive database on investors all over the world
includes voting records and contacts across thousands of
campaigns we have executed, meaning we can access the
appropriate investor for each client’s needs.
Globally Morrow Sodali currently occupies 16 offices serving
more than 700 clients in 40 countries, including many of the
world’s largest multinational corporations, and we are widely
recognised as the leading providers of strategic shareholder
engagement and corporate governance advice to companies
around the world and around the clock.
The M&A League Tables for Q1 and Q2 2021 affirm our
position as the world’s highest-ranked M&A proxy and
information agents, assisting companies of all sizes around
the globe to achieve their strategic initiatives.
Our clients have concluded over 100 successful M&A deals
in the past 5 years, including the merger of Coca-Cola Amatil
and Coca-Cola European Partners plc, as well as the WPP
Australia New Zealand and WPP plc merger.
In this period we also experienced over 1,000 shareholder
meetings, 75 tender offers and 50 contested meetings.
Within APAC we are proud of our 95+% client retention rate,
and I particularly value the positive feedback we regularly
receive as confirmation of the quality of the teams we are
building and the services we provide to our clients.
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We will be supporting over 60 ASX-listed companies through
the current Australian AGM season, from which we will glean
insights which we look forward to sharing with our clients
in the months ahead in order to help them plan for their
engagement with shareholders and other stakeholders into
2022 and beyond.
Finally, I would like to thank our clients for their support over
the past 18 months. We recognise that this has been a period
that has been challenging for every individual and every
business. We are grateful for your continued support of our
people by continuing to engage Morrow Sodali to support
your strategic business initiatives.

Christian Sealey
CEO, International
Morrow Sodali
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Boards prepare for scrutiny of

AGM Season 2021
As the Australian corporate
sector moves into its main
AGM season, the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic
continues to define the
market and investor
sentiment.

Despite the Australian government’s initial strong handling
of the outbreak, keeping Australia relatively at “COVID zero”,
the slow pace of the national vaccine roll-out and arrival of
the Delta strain, has once again made the pandemic a central
focus for investors as they closely monitor companies’
performance, remuneration practices and boards’ response
during the turbulent period. Whilst the pandemic continues to
dominate the limelight, other ESG factors remain focus areas
for investors and proxy advisors during the AGM season.
In this article, we will share our insights into the “hot topics”
which will dominate the upcoming AGM season as well as
future considerations for boards to keep in mind as they
navigate the growing pressures around ESG matters.

Companies perceived to have profiteered from the Federal
Government’s JobKeeper subsidy should prepare to face
close scrutiny when it comes to voting on their remuneration
reports. Companies who paid out substantial bonuses due
to strong financial performance while receiving COVID-19
government assistance will be once again in the crosshairs
for both proxy advisors and investors. Despite government
reluctance to discuss the issue, the market has already seen
companies such as Harvey Norman and Premier Investments
buckle under pressure from media, investor and public
scrutiny to pay back substantial portions of the government
assistance received during the pandemic. There’s a widely
held investor perception that certain sectors have been able to
gain a “double benefit” from the pandemic - particularly those
in the retail space who have been able to pivot to online sales
effectively and that repayment of the Jobkeeper program is
the right thing to do.
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On the other hand, investors and proxy advisors will be
monitoring for alignment between pay and performance
for companies that were high performing and didn’t receive
JobKeeper, to ensure that there were no efforts by boards to
recoup previous COVID pay-cuts for their executives.

targets, but several listed mining and energy firms have now
voluntarily committed to putting a Say on Climate advisory
resolution on their 2022 AGM ballots since Rio Tinto became
the first to do so in February on the back of increasing activist
pressure.

Many companies will also be grappling with retention of key
talent where there has been a negative impact on financial
performance for two consecutive years now and potential
low or zero vesting of “at-risk” awards. Due to the unforeseen
Delta outbreak, other companies have taken the approach
of readjusting their annual targets mid-year. The success
of this approach will largely rely on disclosure within the
remuneration report to adequately justify the change in
targets, with investors often sympathetic but requiring a
cogent rationale.

In Australia, companies now face the choice of either
waiting until the activists start knocking on their doors, or
acting preemptively by announcing that they will adopt Say
on Climate from next year. More broadly, listed entities are
making concerted efforts to up their sustainability reporting
practices, whether it’s starting the process or fine-tuning
what they’ve already been doing, with a particular emphasis
on TCFD disclosures. Some large institutional investors, like
BlackRock and State Street, are expecting SASB and TCFD
reporting by companies

Climate risk is another area where government policy
appears misaligned with public and investor sentiment.
Australian companies may not be required by law to disclose
climate-related information or develop emissions reduction

This increasing focus on sustainability reporting sits not
only on company disclosure but also encompasses greater
scrutiny on boards’ capabilities and role in overseeing
the management of ESG issues. This includes a growing
expectation that boards establish specific committees
to monitor ESG strategy and progress or at the very least
expanding charters of pre-existing committees to cover this.
Additionally, investors and proxy advisors are delving deeper
into board compositions and skills matrices to assess the
level of ESG expertise at the board-level, with a willingness
to take action where they feel there is a substantial gap in
expertise. This was evident in the US with external nominees
being elected to the board of ExxonMobil on the basis of ESG
expertise, with the dissident shareholder gaining support from
BlackRock.

Companies perceived to have
profiteered from the Federal
Government’s JobKeeper subsidy
should prepare to face close scrutiny
when it comes to voting on their
remuneration reports.

With regional neighbours and key trading partners already
committed to Net Zero by 2050 or earlier, there is increasingly
a greater emphasis on sustainability reporting within the Asia
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Pacific corporate space. Australia is still seen as a leader
in the region when it comes to ESG, but there is a growing
potential for the likes of Japan and Korea to overtake Australia
on the sustainability front as local companies quickly adapt
to the “new norm” set by their governments. High quality and
transparent sustainability reporting is a path down which
Australian corporates will inevitably be forced to follow.
Australian businesses are aware of this, so they are trying to
keep up with the times and taking the initiative themselves
rather than waiting for Canberra to join the rest of the world at
the Net Zero table
In terms of social issues, diversity is another focus area
from last year’s AGM season that remains topical in 2021,
with proxy advisors keeping up the pressure on ASX 300
companies to improve female representation on boards.
Significant progress has been made in Australia on this front,
with there now being no ASX 200 boards that are without
at least one female director and only 14 boards within the
ASX 300 without a female representative. Globally, diversity
initiatives have begun to expand from purely focused on
gender to encompass other types of diversity, particularly on
race and nationality. It is a matter of time until this paradigm
is introduced to the Australian debates around board diversity.
Attention to corporate social responsibility is also manifesting
as sensitivity to Indigenous rights, with growing expectations

There is growing potential
for Japan & Korea to
overtake Australia on the
ESG front.
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14

Number of Boards
within the ASX300
without a female
representative.

that organisations should publicly define their contributions
to developing respectful relationships with and creating
meaningful opportunities for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples. Engagement frameworks such as
Reconciliation Action Plans are becoming more of a focus
area, especially in the mining sector which often have a direct
impact on those communities and their cultural heritage sites.
Looking ahead to 2022 and beyond, in part due to concerns
over the origins of COVID-19 and the potential links between
its spread and habitat destruction, biodiversity loss is an
emerging sustainability topic with the potential to soon garner
as much attention as climate.
Biodiversity appears to be a growing focus for large
institutional investors in relevant companies and this could
soon begin to impact significantly on market transactions and
credit ratings of large miners and energy producers which
are not equipped to quantify and mitigate biodiversity-related
risks.
Royal Dutch Shell, for example, has undertaken to ensure all
new projects have a net positive impact on biodiversity and
ecosystems in critical habitats, aligning itself with the United
Nations’ Sustainable Development goals.
Biodiversity will be something that Australian companies will
also have to adapt to and start disclosing and thinking more
about.
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Earlier this year, so-called
Say on Climate proposals
started appearing on the
ballots of some US and
European companies at
their AGMs.
These resolutions propose either a voluntary (management)
resolution, or a shareholder proposal, on the topic of
climate change risk management. In both forms, the nonbinding, advisory proposals seek shareholder approval of
the companies’ climate transition action plans and provide
shareholders the opportunity to opine on companies’ climate
change risk management disclosures, including their TaskForce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) report.
The idea behind the Say on Climate originated from Sir Chris
Hohn, a UK-based philanthropist, who founded and chairs the
Children’s Investment Fund Foundation (CIFF). CIFF focuses
specifically on improving children’s lives which includes
supporting smart ways to slow down and stop climate
change. In Australia, the Australasian Centre for Corporate
Responsibility (ACCR) has joined CIFF in the Say on Climate
initiative to campaign for company transparency on climate
reporting and annual non-binding votes by shareholders.
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What is Say on Climate?

What is the investor approach?

The Say on Climate is a global initiative encouraging listed
companies to give their shareholders the right to vote on
their climate action plan in the form of a voluntary (boardendorsed), non-binding, advisory proposal either on an annual
basis or triannual basis (the latter being a more common
approach in the UK). The resolution can be proposed by the
company itself as a voluntary initiative, or as a shareholder
proposal. For Australian companies, Say on Climate
shareholder proposals are accompanied by a pre-requisite
Constitutional amendment proposal.

Many investors have indicated their support for ‘Say on
Climate’ as a concept (and as a management proposal).
Others, including Vanguard, have stated that they would
review each proposal independently, while State Street has
said that companies with strong environmental track records
should not have their carbon emissions plans put to a
shareholder vote. State Street also expressed concerns that,
if these plans become routine, investors may become passive
and approve practices of substandard companies.

Earlier in 2021, ACCR filed resolutions with two resource
companies in Australia, asking for an annual vote on
the adoption of a Climate Report consistent with the
recommendations of the TCFD and the Climate Action 100+
Net-Zero Company Benchmark as developed by institutional
investors. These resolutions were subsequently withdrawn,
following the companies’ commitment to adopt Say on
Climate for their 2022 AGMs.
As of September 2021, the Say on Climate has garnered
the support of eight prominent Australian listed resource
companies, which have voluntarily committed to putting
forward a resolution on climate action plans at their 2021 and
2022 AGMs (see below).

2021 AGMs

2022 AGMs

• BHP Group

• AGL Energy
• Oil Search
• Origin Energy
• Rio Tinto
• Santos
• South32
• Woodside Petroleum

What is the approval for?
With regard to the Say on Climate as management
proposals, there are two main asks:
• Establish a policy that forms the framework for the
adoption of an annual vote on climate disclosure/strategy,
or Say on Climate at future AGMs; and
• Request shareholder approval of a company’s climate
transition plan or hold a Say on Climate at the 2021 or 2022
AGM.
Say on Climate as a shareholder proposal typically asks
Australian companies to amend the Constitution to include
a policy on Say on Climate proposals for future AGMs (on an
annual basis).
Regardless of the type of resolution, to manage the
transition to net zero under the Say on Climate, companies
are required to provide:
1. Annual disclosure of emissions
2. A plan to manage those emissions

There are also investors who are undecided or wish to
express their views on Say on Climate differently. These
include CalPERS and the Office of New York City Comptroller,
both of whom have abstained from one of the first ‘Say
on Climate’ votes (at French construction company Vinci).
Both stated that supportive votes could unintentionally take
attention away from Directors and provide a sense of security
despite insufficient or inadequate climate plans.
We are yet to see how Australian-based investors will
approach these resolutions. However early signs indicate
support for Say on Climate as a voluntary initiative and an
increased appetite to vote against company Directors whose
companies are not committed to action on climate change
including net zero targets by 2050.
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How are the proxy advisors
approaching Say on Climate?
Glass Lewis published an Overview detailing their approach
to Say on Climate resolutions. In summary, Glass Lewis
will continue to maintain a case-by-case approach on this
issue, with a plan to codify their approach for the 2022
proxy season, following investor, corporate, and stakeholder
engagements. The proxy advisor cites a potential for robust,
TCFD-aligned reports that should allow shareholders to
understand how each company is considering climate in
its long-term strategy as one of the benefits of the Say on
Climate initiative.
However, Glass Lewis also expressed concern that an
annual Say on Climate “could lead to scenarios where some
investors, who may not have the capacity or technical ability
to analyse these plans, provide a rubber stamp for climate
strategies that are out of alignment with broader climate
goals.”
As such, during the 2021 proxy season, Glass Lewis will
generally recommend against management and shareholder
proposals requesting that companies adopt a policy that
provides shareholders with an annual Say on Climate vote on
a plan or strategy.
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The Australian Council of Superannuation Investors (ACSI)
recently updated its climate change policy aiming to improve
how companies approach climate risk for the long-term
benefit of investors. The policy supports an investor ‘Say
on Climate’, calling on climate exposed companies to adopt
an advisory investor vote on climate reporting at AGMs
in 2022. The policy also restates ACSI’s support for the
Paris Agreement and the need for companies to commit to
pathways towards net-zero emissions by 2050 to meet the
Paris targets. In addition, ACSI may recommend against
Directors at ASX200 companies that fall short on managing
their climate-related risks from 2022.
ISS currently does not have a specific voting policy on Say
on Climate resolutions. Under the ISS’ Climate International
Voting Guidelines, ISS will recommend in favour of
shareholder proposals seeking information on the financial,
physical, or regulatory risks a company faces related to
climate change or on how the company identifies, measures,
and manage such risks as well as shareholder proposals
requesting a report/disclosure of goals on GHG emissions
from company operations and/or products.

90

%

Shareholder support
for Say on Climate
proposls
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Things to consider and next steps
Most of the Say on Climate proposals voted on in 2021 to
date have received a significant level of shareholder support.
However, many investors have indicated that following a
‘grace period’ and recognising the ‘early adopters’, they will
not refrain from casting votes against insufficient climate
transition plans. In addition, investors’ attention is turning
towards Director elections and we may start to see an
increasing number of investors voting against Directors
where failures to demonstrate sufficient action on climate
change have been identified.
In summary, to minimize a risk of a shareholder resolution
on Say on Climate, companies (primarily those in industries
with significant exposure to climate change risk), are
recommended to:
• Undertake scenario analysis and align their disclosures
with TCFD;
• Align their corporate strategy with the Paris Agreement;
• Set net zero emissions targets (by 2050 or earlier);
• Set short-, medium- and long-term emissions reduction
targets; and
• Engage with investors, proxy advisors and other
stakeholders.
For more information on Say on Climate initiative, please
click here or contact infosydney@morrowsodali.com.
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Morrow Sodali raises bond industry
standards with launch of

BondWatch

Real-time reporting platform for issuers and advisors.
Earlier this year, Morrow Sodali announced the launch of a brand-new real-time reporting system
for debt services clients. Despite the massive sums involved in international debt transactions, realtime information is hard to come by during time-sensitive deals such as tender offers, exchange
offers and consent solicitations. The status of these trans¬actions changes constantly no matter
the time of day in the US, as investors may be dispersed across many different countries and time
zones.
To stay informed, bond issuers and their financial advisors and legal counsels were forced to rely
on retrospective emails and spreadsheets prepared by their specialist agents to compile data on
investor responses.
Morrow Sodali upended the status quo with the introduction of BondWatch, a real-time reporting
system for debt liability management and restructuring transactions.
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Pia Gowland, Morrow Sodali’s Director for US Debt Services,
says the development follows the company’s significant
investment in talent to expand its dedicated debt team.
“Following several key hires in 2019 and 2020 we saw a
big increase in volumes of both sovereign and corporate
liability management deals, with over 150 projects completed
involving approximately $100 billion of bonds in the last year
and a half,’’ says Gowland.
“We’re constantly looking at what we can do to improve our
service offering and generally raise standards in the industry.
It tends to be pretty traditional and hasn’t evolved much
in decades, so we see opportunities for innovation’ added
Damian Watkin, Morrow Sodali’s Debt Services Managing
Director. “Our new real-time information service enables us to
keep our clients fully informed as deadlines loom for their key
decisions, rather than having to wait for reports dispatched
at set times of the day. It’s a huge step forward for the client
experience.’’

BondWatch provides clients and
their advisers with the ability to
view tender, exchange or voting
instructions as soon as they are
received via the relevant clearing
systems.

100b

$

Bonds in the last 18
months

BondWatch provides clients and their advisers with the ability
to view tender, exchange or voting instructions as soon as
they are received via the relevant clearing systems. Proactive
engagement with bondholders is vital for bond issuers.
The foundation of any successful debt program is informative
and consistent communication with debt investors to
facilitate successful implementation of these initiatives
whether they be restructurings, modification of the terms and
conditions of bonds, buy-backs or exchanges or for regulatory
compliance. ’’With their investors located around the world,
we realized our clients and their advisors as well as our own
teams of execution specialists could benefit from more timely
data’’, added Watkin.
Morrow Sodali is the market leader in bondholder
identification, gathering of market intelligence, organising
global communication campaigns and disseminating
bondholder instructions across multiple clearing systems
to support fixed-income transactions. As an independent,
commercial and conflict-free agent, Morrow Sodali does not
have the potential conflicts of interest of subsidiaries of stock
transfer agents, share registrars or pension administrators
and other commoditized IT-driven service providers. With a
strong global team as well as execution specialists based
in the major regional financial centers, Morrow Sodali is
able to offer seamlessly coordinated services regardless of
jurisdic¬tional complications.
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Who is
Morrow Sodali?
Annual recurring clients:

Morrow Sodali is the leading
independent global consultancy
specialising in M&A advisory, annual
meeting services, shareholder and
bondholder services, corporate
governance, proxy solicitation and
capital markets transactions.

Our Purpose:
We bring together all the expertise, information, technology
and resources companies need to effectively engage with
their shareholders and other important stakeholders to
maximise support for strategic events and business as
usual initiatives.

Our Services:
From our headquarters in New York and London, and offices
in major APAC capital markets, including Sydney, Seoul
and Hong Kong, we serve more than 700 corporate clients
in 80+ countries, including many of the world’s largest
multinational corporations. Our clients include public and
private companies, mutual funds, shareholders, ETFs, stock
exchange and membership associations.

• Corporate Governance Advisory Services
• ESG Advisory Services
• Proxy Solicitation and Shareholder Meeting Services
• Capital Market Intelligence Services
• M&A Shareholder Engagement Services
• Proxy Contests, Hostile Takeovers, Shareholder Activism and
Special Situations
• Retail Services and Additional Capabilities
• Debt Services
• Board of Director Services
• Services for Registered Funds - Mutual Funds, Exchange Traded
Funds (ETFS) and Closed-end Funds - DI COSTA Partners

500+ 200+ 95%
Shareholder meetings

Corporate governance
advisory clients

700+ 80+
Corporate clients

Countries

Retention rate annual
meeting clients
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Our recent APAC
M&A Deals
A strategic partner
you can rely on.

Recent M&A Deals

200+ 120+
Merger related solicitations

7.6b

Tender offers

$

100+ 40+
Proxy contests

600b+

s

M&A transactions completed

$

230m

Merger

Merger

$

563m

Take-private transaction

92m

$

Share sale plan

Cross-border engagements

250m

$

Share sale plan

532m

$

Merger

394m

$

Takeover bid

520m

$

Takeover response
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Contact

Our expert APAC team
providing listed companies
with market-leading services.

Our APAC Team
Christian Sealey 

Angus Booth 

International

APAC

P: +61 9066 4060
M: +61 452 032 771

P: +61 9066 4062
M: +61 457 560 179

c.sealey@morrowsodali.com

a.booth@morrowsodali.com

Jana Jevcakova 

Dominic Henderson 

P: +61 9066 4072
M: +61 411 275 275

M: +81 90 5407 7566

j.jevcakova@morrowsodali.com

d.henderson@morrowsodali.

Raymond Chen

Stanley Chung 

P: +852 2319 4471
M: +852 5984 8375

P: +82 2 6226 7266
M: +82 10 8170 1000

r.chen@morrowsodali.com

s.chung@morrowsodali.com

CEO,

Managing Director,
Corporate Governance APAC

—
P: (02) 9066 4040
Level 24, 68 Pitt Street,
Sydney NSW 2000, Australia
morrowsodali.com

Managing Director,
Hong Kong

Managing Director,

Managing Director,
Japan

Managing Director,
South Korea

